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Abstract.

In the(t, n) proxy signature scheme, the signature, originally signed by a signer, can

be signed byt or more proxy signers out of a proxy group ofn members. Recently, an ef-

ficient nonrepudiable threshold proxy signature scheme with known signers was proposed

by H.-M. Sun. Sun’s scheme has two advantages. One is nonrepudiation. The proxy group

cannot deny that having signed the proxy signature. Any verifier can identify the proxy

group as a real signer. The other is identifiable signers. The verifier is able to identify the

actual signers in the proxy group. Also, the signers cannot deny that having generated the

proxy signature. In this article, we present a cryptanalysis of the Sun’s scheme. Further,

we propose a secure, nonrepudiable and known signers threshold proxy signature scheme

which remedies the weakness of the Sun’s scheme.
Key words: Cryptography, Lagrange interpolating polynomial, Proxy signature,

Threshold proxy signature.

1. Introduction A proxy signature scheme is a method which allows orig-

inal signer delegates his works to a designated person with a proxy signature key

(Mambo, 1996-a, Mambo, 1996-b, Usuda, 1996). In these schemes, the proxy
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signature key is created by the original signer’s signature key which cannot be

computed from the proxy signature key. The proxy signer can generate proxy

signature on a message on behalf of the original signer.

To further expand the proxy signature scheme, the(t, n) threshold proxy

signature schemes were proposed (Kim, 1997, Lee, 1998, Zhang, 1997). The

original signer now shares the proxy signature key with an authorized proxy

group. Anyt or more proxy signers of the proxy group ofn members can co-

operately generate a proxy signature on a message. Some threshold proxy sig-

nature schemes, such as Zhang’s scheme (Zhang, 1997), are not nonrepudiable.

Although some threshold proxy signature schemes, such as the Kim’s scheme

(Kim, 1997), are nonrepudiable, they suffer a severe limitation; that the verifier

cannot identity the actual signers in the proxy group.

Based on Kim’s scheme, H.-M. Sun proposed an efficient nonrepudiable

threshold proxy signature scheme with known signer (Sun, 1999). The Sun’s

scheme is more efficient than the other threshold proxy signature schemes, and

has nonrepudiable property. The main advantage of Sun’s scheme is that the ver-

ifier is able to identify the actual signers in the proxy group. The security of the

Sun’s scheme is based on Lagrange interpolating polynomial and the difficulty

of calculating discrete logarithms. However, the weakness of the Sun’s scheme

is that, if an adversary can obtain the proxy signer’s secret key. Then he can im-

personate a legal proxy signer to generate a proxy signature and the real proxy
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signer cannot deny that having signed the proxy signature before.

In this article, we show the weakness of the Sun’s scheme and remedy the

Sun’s scheme. In next section, we review the Sun’s scheme and illustrate its

weakness. In Section3, we propose a new secure scheme based on the Sun’s

scheme. And the security of our proposed scheme is analyzed. Finally, we con-

clude this paper by listing the advantages of the proposed scheme.

2. Review of Sun’s nonrepudiable threshold proxy signature schemeIn

this section, we first review the Sun’s threshold proxy signature scheme (Sun,

1999) and then present a weakness of the Sun’s scheme.

2.1. Sun’s(t, n) threshold proxy signature schemeThe Sun’s proposed

nonrepudiable(t, n) threshold proxy signature with known signer, which is based

on the Kim’s threshold scheme (Kim, 1997). The Sun’s scheme uses the secret

share technique (Blakley, 1979, Shamir, 1979) to share the proxy signature key.

It is divided into three phases: proxy sharing generation, proxy signature issuing,

and proxy signature verification. Initially, the system parameters are defined as

follows:

• p be a large prime,q be a prime factor ofp− 1, g be an element of order

q in Z∗p ;

• xi is participantp′is private key and its corresponding public key is

yi, yi = gxi (mod p);
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• h is an one-way function;

• mw is a warrant that be minted by the original signer, and its records

some information such as the identity of the original signer; the identities

of proxy signers of the proxy group; etc. and

• ASID (Actual Signers’ ID) records the identities of the actual signers.

In the proxy sharing generation phase, the group shares a secret value from

multiplicative sharing technique. The steps are described as follows:

1. (Group key generation) In a(t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme, let

p0 be the original signer, andp1, p2, · · · , pn be then proxy signers of the proxy

group. Each member,p1, p2, · · · , pn, randomly generates a secret polynomialfi

of degreet − 1, which fi(X) = xi + a(i,1)X + · · · + a(i,t−1)X
t−1 (mod q).

Here,a(i,1), a(i,2), · · · , a(i,t−1) are random number. Then, each proxy signerpi

can receive the shared valuefj(i) from pj , where 0< i, j < n, and i 6= j.

Therefore, each proxy signerpi can obtain a valuesi,

si = f(i)

= f1(i) + f2(i) + · · ·+ fn(i)

= a0 + a1i + · · ·+ at−1i
t−1 (mod q), (1)

where a0 =
∑n

i=1 xi (mod p), a1 =
∑n

i=1 a(i,1) (mod p), · · ·, at−1 =

∑n
i=1 a(i,t−1) (mod p). And the public parameters of the proxy group (Peder-

sen, 1991-a, Pedersen, 1991-b) areyG = ga0 (mod p), andAj = gaj (mod p),
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j = 1, · · · , t− 1.

2. (Proxy generation) The original signer chooses a random numberk and

computes the parameterK, K = gk mod p. Then the original signer can obtain

the valueσ,

σ = ex0 + k (mod q), (2)

wheree = h(mw,K).

3. (Proxy sharing) The original signer shares a proxy keyσ in a(t, n) thresh-

old scheme. He generates a secret degreet− 1 polynomialf ′, and computes

σi = f ′(i), for i = 1, 2, · · · , n,

= σ + b1i + · · ·+ bt−1i
t−1, (3)

wherebj is a random number,j = 1, · · · , t − 1. After the original signer sends

σi to proxy signerpi, i = 1, · · · , n, over a secured channel, and publishesBj =

gbj (mod p), j = 1, · · · , t− 1, and(mw,K).

4. (Proxy share generation) After receiving theσi, each proxy signerpi

checks whether or not the following equation is hold,

gσi = y
h(mw,K)
0 K

t−1∏

j=1

Bij

j (mod p). (4)

If the above equation is hold, eachpi computes

σ′i = σi + si · h(mw,K) (mod q), (5)
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theσ′i as a proxy share ofpi. Otherwise, the proxy signer rejectsσi.

Assume that thet proxy signers,p1, · · · , pt, want to cooperately sign a mes-

sage on behalf of the proxy group, the steps of the proxy signature issuing phase

are listed below:

1. As the step 1 of the proxy share generation phase, the polynomial is using

fi”(X) = (c(i,0)+xi)+c(i,1)X+· · ·+c(i,t−1)X
t−1 (mod q). Each actual proxy

signerpi can obtain the values′i when they receive the valuesfj”(i) from each

actual proxy signerpj , as shown in following:

s′i = f”(i)

= f1”(i) + f2”(i) + · · ·+ ft”(i)

=
n∑

i=1

xi + c0 + c1i + · · ·+ ct−1i
t−1 (mod q), (6)

wherei = 1, · · · , t. The public parameters of this step areY = gc0 (mod p), and

Cj = gcj (mod p), j = 1, · · · , t− 1.

2. Each proxy signerpi, i = 1, · · · , t, has two secret valuesσ′i ands′i. There-

fore, each proxy signerpi can computes

γi = s′iY + σ′ih(ASID,m) (mod q), (7)

wherem is the message. Then each proxy signerpi sendsγi to proxy signerpj ,

j = 1, · · · , t andj 6= i.

3. For each receivedγj (j = 1, · · · , t; j 6= i), pi can check whether the
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following equation is hold

gγj = [Y (
t−1∏

i=1

Cji

i )(
t−1∏

i=1

yi)]Y ×

[(yh(mw,K)
0 K

t−1∏

i=1

Bji

i )(yG

t−1∏

i=1

Aji

i )h(mw,K)]h(ASID,m) mod p. (8)

4. Each proxy signerpi can apply Lagrange formula to[γj ] to com-

pute(Denning, 1983)

T = f”(0)Y + [f(0) + f ′(0)]h(ASID, m). (9)

The proxy signature onm is (m, T, K,mw, ASID).

In the verification phase, any verifier can verify the validity of the proxy

signature and identify the actual signers. The steps of this phase are described as

follows:

1. According tomw and ASID, the verifier gets the public keys of the

proxy signers from the CA, and knows who the original signer and the actual

proxy signers are.

2. The verifier then checks the validity of the proxy signature on the message

m from the following equation:

gT = [yh(mw,K)
0 K

n∏
t=1

yi]h(ASID,m)(Y
t∏

i=1

yi)Y (mod p). (10)

2.2. The weakness of Sun’s schemeIn Sun’s (t, n) threshold proxy sig-

nature scheme, any verifier can verify the validity of the proxy signature and
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identify the actual signers. However, in this subsection we will show that the

proxy signer’s secret key is not kept in privacy. Any(n− 1) proxy signers in the

group ofn members can conspire the secret key of the remainder one. We call

this attack ascollusion attack. In this attack, any(n − 1) proxy signers in the

group ofn members can impersonate the remainder one.

For example, assume that a(3, 5) threshold proxy signature scheme. The

proxy signerp1, · · · , p4 intend to obtain the secret key of the proxy signerp5.

Then, they can impersonate a legal proxy signerp5 to sign a messagem. In

Equations (1), any3 proxy signers ofp1, · · · , p4 can computea0 using the La-

grange formula sincea0 =
∑5

i=1 xi (mod p). Thus the proxy signersp1, · · · , p4

can present their secret keys to conspire the secret keyx5 of the proxy signerp5

easily. Next, we can impersonate the proxy signerp5 to generate a legal proxy

signature.

In the same way, thes5, σ5, andσ′5 can be computed by using Lagrange

formula from the Equations (1), (3), and (5), respectively. In proxy signature

issuing phase, we can impersonatep5 to share a random number as described in

step 1, and we can get a secrets′5 from Equation (6). By havings′5 andσ′5, we

can obtainγ5 from Equation (7) and send it to other proxy signers of the proxy

group. ThenT can be computed from Equation (9) and, thus, the proxy group

can generate a proxy signature(m,T, K, mw, ASID) for messagem.

In the verification phase, the verifier can verify the validity of the proxy
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signature and identify thep5 as actual signer of the proxy group. In fact,p5 have

never signed the messagem, butp5 cannot deny. Therefore, in Sun’s scheme, the

secret keyxi of the proxy signerpi can be compromised by collusion attack and

an adversary can impersonate a legal proxy signerpi to sign a message.

3. Improvement of Sun’s schemeIn this section, we modify Sun’s scheme

to remedy the weakness as described in Section (2.2) and analyze the security of

our scheme.

3.1. The improved schemeIn Sun’s scheme, the secret keyxi can be com-

promised by collusion attack. To remedy the weakness we modify Sun’s scheme

and the revised scheme is presented in details.

In the proxy share generation phase, we replacefi(X) with fi(X) = xi +

a(i,0) +a(i,1)X + · · ·+a(i,t−1)X
t−1 (mod q), wherea(i,0) is a random number.

Therefore, the Equation (1) becomes

si = f(i),

=
n∑

i=1

xi + a0 + a1i + · · ·+ at−1i
t−1(mod q), (11)

whereai =
∑t−1

i=1 a(i,0) (mod p). The proxy group then publishesyg (yG =

∏n
i=1 gxi =

∏n
i=1 yi (mod p)), andAj (Aj = gaj (mod p); j = 0, · · · , t− 1).

The other steps of the proxy share generation phase are the same as that of the

Sun’s scheme.
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In the proxy signature issuing phase, the proxy signerpi computesγi from

Equation (7) and sendsγi to other proxy signers of the proxy group. Each proxy

signer can verify the validity ofγi from the following equation:

gγj = [Y (
t−1∏

i=1

Cji

i )(
t−1∏

i=1

yi)]Y ×

[(yh(mw,K)
0 K

t−1∏

i=1

Bji

i )(yGA0

t−1∏

i=1

Aji

i )h(mw,K)]h(ASID,m) (mod p).

Then, each signer computesT from Equation (9) and the proxy signature on

messagem is (m,T,K, mw, ASID).

Finally, the verifier checks the validity of the proxy signature and identify

the actual signers of the group from the following equation:

gT = [yh(mw,K)
0 KA0

n∏
t=1

yi]h(ASID,m)(Y
t∏

i=1

yi)Y (mod p). (12)

If the above equation is hold, the verifier can firmly believe the validity of the

proxy signature and identify the actual signers.

Furthermore, the revised scheme can withstand the collusion attack. Any

n − 1 proxy signers cannot conspire the secret key of the remainder. Therefore,

the secret key of any proxy signer can be kept in privacy. And any adversary

cannot forge the legal proxy signature.

3.2. Security analysis of the improved schemeThe security of the pro-

posed threshold proxy signature scheme as described above is examined. As

with Sun’s scheme, the level of security is tightened. However, our scheme can
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withstand the collusion attack. Assume that we use the same example as de-

scribed in Section (2.2). Any3 proxy signers can obtain thef(0) =
∑5

i=1(xi +

c(i,0)) (mod p) by Lagrange formula. However, any4 proxy signers,p1, · · · , p4,

can only obtainx5+c(5,0). They cannot conspire the secret keyx5 of proxy signer

p5. Therefore, collusion attack is impossible since it is difficult to compute the

secret keyx5 from the addition of two unknown numbersx5 andc(5,0).

The secret key of the proxy signer in the proposed scheme is kept in privacy.

In addition, we can conspire to get theσ5, andσ′5 from Equation (3), and (5).

However, an adversary cannot obtain valids5 andS′5 withoutp′5 secret key. If an

adversary tries to forge a proxy signature ofp5, the verify check in the Equation

(10) is not hold. Therefore, it can withstand the collusion attack and the proxy

signature cannot be forged.

4. Conclusions In this article, we presented a cryptanalysis of Sun’s thresh-

old proxy signature scheme. We have shown that the secret key can be compro-

mised by collusion attack. And a secure threshold proxy signature scheme was

proposed to remedy the weakness of Sun’s scheme. The main advantages of our

scheme are:

• it obtains the property of nonrepudiable,

• the verifier is able to identify the actual proxy signer of the proxy group,

and
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• anyone cannot forge the legal proxy signature.
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